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Abstract 
This paper introduces a new interactive image segmentation algorithm. This algorithm gets better result with fewer 
users interactive when segmenting single-object from images with complex foreground and background. Experiments 
show that this algorithm effectively solve the common over-segmentation and less-segmentation in graph cut, as well 
as resolve the problem of small regions error segmented in grab cut algorithm. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Interactive foreground/background segmentation is a practical and important problem in image 
processing. A lot of interactive segmentation techniques have been proposed, such as snakes [1], livewire 
[2], level sets [3], watershed cuts [4], etc. The most popular method in recently years is graph cuts which 
is proposed in 2001 by Yuri Boykov and Marie Pierre Jolly [5, 6]. They globally optimized energy 
function with graph cut in gray scale image segmentation. Graph cuts addresses segmentation in a global 
optimization framework and guarantee a globally optimal solution for a wide class of energy functions. 
A number of recent publications further extend the pioneer work of Boykov and Jolly and develop the 
use of regional cues or various object segmentation cues. Graph cut algorithms have been successfully 
applied to a wide range of problems in image processing. Besides used in image segmentation, graph cut 
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is also used in image restoration [7], stereo and motion [8], image synthesis, region merging, multi-
camera scene reconstruction, 2D optical flow, interactive object delineation [9,10], etc. 
Although the user input is valuable in steering the segmentation process to reduce the ambiguities, too 
much interaction would lead to a tedious and time-consuming work. In the segmentation algorithms based 
on graph cut, users should often maker many foreground and background points [1], which is usually 
annoying. In this paper, we proposed a novel approach by using two polygons marker. In our algorithm, 
FG (foreground) is constituted by points in the inner one, and BG (background) is constituted by points 
between the outer one and the image border. The part between two polygons is unknown region. The 
essence of segmenting single object from image is segmenting the unknown region. Compared with the 
graph cut algorithm, our method needs fewer users interactive. In addition, since our algorithm limits 
those points need to be labeled at the area between two polygons, it improve the accuracy of segmentation. 
The rest of this paper is organized as the following. In section 2, we introduce “max flow/min cut” 
algorithm and the graph cut algorithm in briefly. Section 3 shows the implementation of our method. 
Section 4 presents experimental results of our method. Finally the conclusion is made in Section 5. 
2. Image Segmentation by Graph Cut 
2.1. Graph cut 
Boykov and Kolmogorov regard source S as foreground and sink T as background in graph cut [5, 6]. 
Fig. 1 is a network flow graph. The nodes between source S and sink T are replaced by pixels which in the 
gray scale image (Fig. 1(a)). We calculate the min cut with “max flow/min cut” method, as Fig. 1(d) 
shows. The min cut is the boundary of the foreground and background, so we can get the segmentation as 
show in Fig. 1(b). The idea of graph cut is using image to construct network flow graph and set the flow 
between every two adjacent nodes, then set proper energy function. “Max flow/min cut” will make sure 
the min cut become the boundary of the foreground and background and minimize the energy function. 
Fig.1. Graph cut based on network graph 
Using G={V, E} denotes network flow graph, V contains both the image pixels set P and two terminal 
nodes (source S and sink T), and E includes both t-link (terminal links) which link each node to the two 
terminals and n-link (neighborhood links) which link each two adjacent non-terminal nodes. For each 
pixel p will link two terminals (S->p and p->T), for each two adjacent nodes p and q they will link each 
other p->q, q->p. so E={S-p, p->T, p->q, q->p | p, q∈P}. Min cut C is the subset of G. When the 
network flow graph reach the max flow, C separate V into foreground and background two parts. 
2.2. Energy function 
Many algorithms based on graph cuts have been developed to solve energy minimization problems. 
Each of these techniques constructs a graph such that the minimum cut on the graph also minimizes the 
energy. The graph construction is complex and highly specific to a particular energy function. Vladimir 
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Kolmogorov and Ramin Zabih [10] give an energy function, which is defined as following. 
( ) ( ) ( )E A R A B Aλ= • +                                                                                                                (1) 
( )R A p P= ∈                                                                                                                                  (2) 
( ) { , }B A p q N= ∈                                                                                                                          (3) 
The energy function contains the region properties R(A) and the boundary properties B(A). The 
coefficient 0λ ≥ specifies a relative importance of R(A) versus B(A). P denotes the non-terminal nodes in 
the network flow graph. |P| is elements number in set P. R(A) and B(A) are relate to t-link and n-link 
respectively, R(p) reflects on how the intensity of pixel p fits into a known intensity model of the 
foreground and background. If node p is similar to node q, B{p, q} will be zero otherwise be large. 
3. Our proposed algorithm 
The framework of our algorithm is demonstrated by Fig.3. First, marks the foreground and background 
with two polygons. Then perform pre-segmentation on the original image. After pre-segmentation, the 
network flow graph is constructed and standard graph cut is performed.  
Fig.2. Framework of the image segmentation algorithm 
3.1. User Marker and image pre-segment 
As show in the left of Fig. 3, we use two polygons to maker “foreground boundary” and “background 
boundary”. One polygon that maker “foreground boundary” along the inner side of the boundary of the 
object with red points, the part that foreground boundary contains named FG. Similarly, maker 
“background boundary” along the outer side of the boundary of the object with blue points, the part 
between the background boundary and the boundary of the image named BG. Red translucent zone and 
blue zone in the right of Fig.3 is FG and BG; both of them are the input parameters in the graph cut. 
Fig.3. Images marked the FG and BG along the foreground boundary 
For speeding up the process of segmentation, we use watershed algorithm to pre-segment the original 
image after marker step. Then we merge the small regions, and construct network flow graph by the 
regions segmented by the previous step. Small regions transform into nodes in network flow graph. Each 
node p={R, G, B} is one 3 dimension vector. The node’s RGB value is the mean value of all the pixels in 
corresponding small region. Because foreground and background is made of not only one color, so FG
and BG can be divided into K class, FG={FGC1, FGC2,…, FGCK} and BG={BGC1, BGC2,…, BGCK}.
Each class is a three dimension vector {R, G, B} where each element is the mean value of all the nodes in 
this class. Through pre-segment we can separate foreground from background better and keep foreground 
or background to be the whole. Experiments show that the segmentation results are best when K is 5 to 8. 
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3.2. Constructing network flow graph 
• T-link 
The nodes in the network flow graph are made from the small regions in the image after pre-
segmentation. The flow between node p and terminals is defined as follows: 
Rp(foreground) = min(||p-FGCk||
2) / [( min(||p- FGCk ||
2)+ min(||p- BGCk ||
2)], FGCk∈FG         (4) 
Rp(background) = min(||p-BGCk||
2) / [( min(||p- FGCk ||
2)+ min(||p- BGCk ||
2)], BGCk∈BG        (5) 
where p，FGCk（foreground class k）and BGCk（background class k） are three dimension vectors {R, 
G, B}. ||*|| denotes euclidean distance. min(||p-FGCk||
2) denotes the minimum of square the euclidean 
distance between vector p and every element in the FG; min(||p-BGCk||
2) denotes the minimum of square 
the euclidean distance between vector p and each element in the BG. If one image has a lot of colors in 
foreground and background, dividing the FG and BG to more classes will get better segmentation result. 
• N-link 
The flow is between every two adjacent node p and node q.
B{p,q} =1/(1+||p-q||2)                                                                                                                  (6) 
where ||*|| denotes euclidean distance. Node p and q are three dimension vectors {R, G, B}. 
• Energy function 
In our algorithm, we use the energy function defined by Vladimir Kolmogorov and Ramin Zabih. 
4. Experiments 
In Our experiments, λ  is set as 1.1. FG and BG are divided into 5 classes by kmeans algorithm. 
Experiments’ results are compared with Grabcut [9]. 
Fig.4(a) shows the fish in the ocean on the ground. This figure’s foreground is very similar to 
background. Fig.4(b) shows the result segmented by our proposed algorithm while Fig.4(c) shows the 
segmentation result calculated by Grabcut. In Fig.4(b), the foreground in the segmentation result as a 
whole appear is without error discrete small regions. 
(a)                                     (b)                                       (c) 
(e)                                 (f)                            (g)                      (h) 
(i)               (j)                   (k)                          (l)      
Fig.4. Results of segmentation 
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More experimental results are shown in Fig.4(f)-(l). Better segmentation result is reached when 
segmenting single-object from complex foreground and background with less users’ markers. Because the 
red translucent zone and the blue zone are belong to foreground and background, so our algorithm can 
solve the over-segmentation and less-segmentation and get segmentation result more effectively. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a novel interactive image segmentation algorithm with fewer users interactive. It 
first markers foreground and background with two polygons. Then it performs a pre-segmentation 
processing by watershed algorithm. At last, the segmentation task is transform into Max flow/min cut 
problem and be solved by graph cut algorithm. Experiments show that our proposed algorithm can 
effectively solve the common over-segmentation and less-segmentation in graph cut, as well as resolve 
the problem of small regions error segmented in grab cut algorithm. 
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